
(In)Visibility and 
Surveillance



Questions



Surveillance & Security

Positives to surveillance→ added security.

Negatives to surveillance→ loss of privacy



Dis-Appearance

“dis-appearance refers to 
the processes whereby a 
visible element becomes 
invisible, or an invisible 
elements becomes visible” 



 Invisibility and Visibility

Things that are visible that become invisible 
to us.

The internet of things which makes us 
accustomed for the trade off to say let’s take 
our chances.



Panoptic Gaze
Allows the surveillance of specific targets 
at all times - subconsciously cause an 
internalized desire to behave. 



Not too long ago
Expensive and limited 



Today

Tech companies hand over personal 
information to governments and 
corporations, with YOUR consent.

USER AGREEMENTS CONTRACT - 2017
While viewing this presentation, you fully agree to let us track your electronic whereabouts through the use of a massive cookies that is sent to your brain. Side effects may include 
severe brain damage, heart failure, malware and spyware attacks, breach of personal data through your social media, and identity theft.



Google
https://www.google.com/tran
sparencyreport/?authuser=1



Do Not Track (NFB & Brett Gaylor, 2015)
● Online interactive documentary
● Reveals data about yourself (if given the permission to 

track you through ‘cookies’
● Purpose of a cookie:

○ Session management (user logins, shopping carts)
○ Personalization (User Preference)
○ Tracking (analyzing user behavior)

● Its goal: to educate yourself about your personal data and 
its usage

Excerpt of Episode 3 part 1: https://donottrack-doc.com/en/episode/3



Security breaches

“Apple’s security had allegedly not been 
breached (Apple Press Info 2014). Apple 
also argued that the hackers responsible 
for the leak had obtained the images 
through targeted attacks on other kinds 
of data, i.e. account information such as 
passwords” (524)



Facebook User Agreement Contract



https://episode7.donott
rack-doc.com/en/chap
ter/1
Conclusion clip - The Global Village



this presentation



● Can security and privacy exist without one or another?
● If the government proposed a bill to monitor the content of every 

smartphone in order to fight terrorism… do you think it would pass?
● Do you think a majority of people would agree to use their smartphone as:

a) Means of payment?
b) Proof of Identity?
c) Way of Voting?

● If there was a simple and affordable tool to monitor people you know 
online, would you track your partner, your children, and your employees?

● How would you prefer to pay for your search engines and web apps?
a) With my data
b) With my data, but I’d keep some of the profit
c) Pay per click, but my data would be anonymous
d) A reasonable fee each month, but my data would be private


